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Dear Panel,  

  

Pharmacy and Pharmacists have long been a valuable and trusted component of the 

community and it has inevitably changed over the course of my career. The main things I 

would like to see addressed in the review are; Pharmacist remuneration(wages), ownership 

rules with special attention to “banner groups”, capacity of payment of pharmacy services 

and a regulatory body that is focused on the integrity of the pharmacy profession which 

actually has power to hold people/pharmacies accountable. 

 

 

Pharmacist wages are amongst the lowest of all health professionals, and it has not seen an 

increase for a very long time. The wages should be a reflection of the level of education, 

training and the value a pharmacist is to a community with advice on medicine and health be 

readily available without appointment.  

 

Ownership of pharmacist has been regulated in Australia to largely stop a monopoly forming 

of a few big players and pricing out the smaller pharmacies, however I feel banner groups 

are largely skirting current regulations and creating an environment that the laws were made 

to prevent. Chemist warehouse is the big player in this regard with the owner of the franchise 

having controlling interest in far more pharmacies than an individual owner should be 

allowed. This model of pharmacy has diluted the profession by altering the image of 

pharmacy from being a health service to being a warehouse stocking perfume, make up and 

pseudo-diet/ detox programs. Chemist warehouse is not the only culprit of this but with 50% 

market share they ought to wear the brunt of the blame. 

 

Pharmacy services are normally free of charge, this is partly driven from the extreme price 

competitive nature the pharmacy industry is in at the moment but also for other reasons like; 
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the services are delivered to patients without financial capacity to absorb costs and aged 

care facilities are in a similar predicament. If a nursing home for example needs an antibiotic 

for a patient on a Sunday evening, the pharmacist would need to open up the shop, 

dispense the medication, pack it into a webster pack, create a signing sheet, and deliver the 

medication for a remuneration of $12 thereabouts and this service has stopped a hospital 

admission, I’m not familiar with the costs of hospital admissions but I’m sure it would be 

more than $12. 

 

Pharmacists have studied for 4-5 years at university which predominantly focuses on 

mainstream medicine, pathophysiology of disease states along with a complementary and 

over-the-counter treatments. Due to changes to the PBS and price disclosure profits have 

been decreasing in the dispensary which largely absorbed costs from other services 

delivered free of charge. To compensate for this fall in revenue, pharmacies may be inclined 

to increase sales in other areas of the pharmacy. This is a section where I would like to see 

some regulation. Pharmacies and Pharmacists need to be more transparent in the sales of 

products with no evidence supporting their claims. For example: Lemon/detox supplements, 

most vitamins and homeopathic products have no place in healthcare and any individuals 

promoting of recommending these products should be cautioned and fined in response. I 

would like to see pharmacies only allowed to sell treatments that have hard evidence backed 

up, this may initially mean large amounts of products withdrawn from shelves but would put 

pressure on companies to come up with medications and treatments that are effective rather 

than simply rebranding and putting new labels on old products, (betadine lozenges same as 

difflam lozenges and virtually all cough remedies). 

  

Pharmacy is a great career and you can get a lot of out, it if you’re willing to put in the effort. 

However as rewarding it is helping people unless there is some form of change coming it will 

not retain the high level of pharmacists it currently has and they will continue to drift out of 

the industry and into other fields. 

 

Kind Regards 

 

Alec Payne 

 

 




